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Kunjan Patel-PGDBO
Assistant Manager- Corporation Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

Anupam Srivastava-PGDBFS
Branch Manager- Bestbull Stock
Trading Pvt. Ltd
IFBI Lucknow

Amit Chouksey-DBB
Assistant Manager- Top Private
sector bank
IFBI Nagpur

Parag Kulkarni-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-HDFC Bank
IFBI Pune

Souvick Ghosh- PGDBO
Assistant Manager- Axis Bank
IFBI Kolkata

Biplab Kumar Saini-PGDBO
Officer -ICICI Bank
IFBI Jamshedpur

“…At IFBI I learn the basics of banking and developed the right attitude for customer service.
The role plays & assignments have shown Practical exposure to banking and helped me in
developing the required mind set and personality for the industry. Basics of industry, insight
knowledge of Banking operations and the different skills which are required to handle the
different types of customers are the true value added skills which helped me a lot in achieving
the desired goals.
IFBI is an excellent platform to start career in banking. I am very lucky that I got an
opportunity to study at IFBI. Thanks to IFBI.”

“….IFBI is a great platform to jump start into banking industry, the role plays and activities
which we did are really useful in our day to day professional life. During the course we were
molded towards communication skills, attitude and personality development. We were
given lots of interview tips & mock interviews were conducted to help us get selected. I still
remember our faculty members Tripathi sir & Devendra sir who are Great personalities in my
life and they gave us enough of knowledge.
Thanks to IFBI and my faculty members…….”

“….IFBI was the best way to explore my dream banking job.
IFBI changed my life completely. It was only after the course that I realized myself, who I am
and what I can do for myself. IFBI gave me a boost, confidence to speak in public and that
too with unleashed energy. Everything is co-related with the upcoming job and its
responsibility IFBI helps us to enhance our personality and communication skills ….”

“….The days we spend at IFBI are really memorable. The faculty members were good and
have good knowledge of each and every aspect of banking.
I remember one incident when I used one command which I had learned during small practical
in IFBI classroom for salary processing. Because of the command we could complete the
salary processing within one hour time. This is good example of my life where the knowledge
what I got from IFBI come in picture .IFBI really help to get good career opportunity in
banking, my good wishes to all the fresh IFBIians….”

“……At IFBI the learning was awesome, we were loaded with banking knowledge and the
confidence in me has boosted during the course. Today I am successful because of the
learning’s which I had on different aspects of banking at IFBI. The curriculum is still useful to
us in each & every aspect for our reference and I keep reading them often to have more
understanding.
IFBI has transformed us from an ordinary student to a Perfect banker within a short span of
time.
Thanks to IFBI for making my banking life a great experience…..”

“…….Body language, self-confidence, professionalism and working long hours without losing
temper were the skills which I have got from IFBI. In banking industry, the roles play & the
activities done at IFBI are the most important and are required to be practiced more often. I
think, one must join IFBI before joining any bank because you gain vast knowledge as a
banker which puts you in comfortable and respectable position in your workplace…”
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“……IFBI taught us banking knowledge, soft skills and general knowledge which helped me to
start my career in banking sector. At my office I am handling Fund process and mostly we are
using Finacle which we have learnt at IFBI.
I wish to thank IFBI and the entire staff for their support. ….”
Amrita Patil-PGDBFS
Assistant Manager
Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd
IFBI Bangalore

“…..Got selected in DhanLaxmi Bank and is now having two more offers in hand .Every four
hours of the day spend @IFBI were memorable. The main learning’s at IFBI which helped in
my career were the selling skills & people management skills….”
Viraja Ashok Keni-PGDBFS
Relationship Officer- Dhanalaxmi
Bank Ltd
IFBI Pune

Md .Rafi –PGDBO
Officer - ICICI Bank
IFBI Bangalore

Abhishek Jena-HDBFS
Junior Officer- CITIBANK
IFBI Kolkata

“……Because of Skills acquired at IFBI, I Received South India’s Best debutant (Service
Excellence) Award for 2011.
IFBI is a great institute and a pioneer one for careers in BFSI, they focuses on practical
training more than theoretical…..”

“…..A job with proper knowledge and skills makes the transition from student to professional
life seamless. That's what IFBI did to me. In IFBI, I've always witnessed an environment for
the all-round development of every individual.
If someone wants to pursue a career in banking, then without a second thought one should
choose IFBI.
THANK YOU IFBI!!...”

“.....From day one I stared learning skills nobody will teach you but the intention to learn
teaches us. I am very much thankful to IFBI for giving me this opportunity. I started my career
with leading private sector bank with the help of IFBI ....”

K.Esther Rani-PGDBO
Officer - ICICI Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Satish G-DBB
Junior Officer- ICICI Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

“....The course content was too good and absolutely as per the market requirement; Sale
picking & grooming which is being taught at IFBI helped us a lot in dealing with different
types of customers. Handling and convincing them has become very easy due to role plays
and the knowledge gained at IFBI.
Dreams of getting into banking industry come true at IFBI. ....”
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“..... It was my dream to be one of the professionals with the renowned ICICI bank. It has
come true because of the platform and encouragement that IFBI has provided. I would like to
mention IFBI’s grooming classes that helped me to enhance our personality not only
professionally but also personally.
Nidhi Kalani-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Delhi

Would like to be in touch with you and refer other students to join IFBI. ..”

“...The skills and knowledge I acquired during the course helps me in my current job as AML
officer and all the credit goes to IFBI for making me capable to work in a banking sector.
Currently I am working with India’s no. 1 private sector bank and I am enjoying every
movement of it. I thank IFBI for changing my life.....”
Prasad Bhagoji Jadhav-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai

Rashmi Ankolekar- HDBFS
Phone Banking Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

“....I am grateful to IFBI for providing the start for a stable career. With knowledge and skills
gained through IFBI, I got transfer from phone Banking division to IBG remittance e-mail
division during the internship period itself.
Thank you IFBI...”

“.....IFBI gave me my first job. It was a good experience with leading private sector Bank as a
fresher. The skills acquired at IFBI were helpful in me role as a cashier. IFBI gave me best
training and best opportunity to move forward in my career.
Thanks to IFBI for providing such a good offer....”
Sneha Zabak-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Mumbai
“... It was correct decision of enrolling for PGDBO at IFBI, Studies and examples shared by
our professors were awesome. POSITIVE ATTITUDE, DEDICATION, ERGE TO LEARN,
INITIVENESS & TRUST BUILDING and few skills which we develop in ourselves at IFBI .
Sourav Ganapule- PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Pune

You are lucky to get trained at IFBI.....”

“....IFBI has played a very vital role in giving a start to my career. The best thing about the
course is the skill building onto banking application "Finacle" which gives you a hand on
experience before you start your job.
Mohit Thareja-PGDBO
Manager-Axis Bank
IFBI Hyderabad

Faculty at IFBI is very knowledgeable and experienced in the field of banking. Special thanks
to them.....”
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“.....It is my pleasure to share my view about IFBI.

Manoj Garg-PGDBO
Deputy Manager-Axis Bank
IFBI Delhi

Haresh Babu – PGDFPRM
Branch Manager-ICICI Securities
IFBI Chennai

Vrushali Shukla-PGDBO
Officer-ICICI Bank
IFBI Ahemdabad

Ashutosh Jha-PGDBO
Head – Operations
A Finance Company
IFBI Bangalore

This is just because of IFBI Skill centric teaching we get support at all point of job. It was a
great time that I spent with IFBI with every step of learning, which is helping me to achieve a
better future.
IFBI made my life, it gave me a good platform to perform and I have learnt a lot during
course....”

“.....I am proud student of IFBI......After completion I got placed with ICICI Securities for
Internship. The good grasp of the workplace requirements and understanding of retail financial
market plus customer management skills which was taught at IFBI helped me rapidly
progress in this career.
My career graph continued to grow only because of IFBI. I got promoted as BRANCH
MANAGER – RETAIL and now looking after a team as well as hundreds of customer
accounts....”

“...IFBI has proved that may be every student is not perfect when he/she gets admission there,
but then it has the perfect mentors to groom you whether it is your attire or may it be your
knowledge and skills, IFBI is there to shape your future. I am grateful to IFBI for my success
in professional life and would wish IFBI to keep up the good work.....”

“...IFBI was Good...What helped me the most was the soft skills and professional
communication.
Course content was awesome and faculty members were wonderful.
I was able to get promoted because of the skills earned at IFBI....”

